On-the-go Convenience Takes a
Hit as Customers Stay at Home
A brief analysis of the Nutritional Bars
market, powered by Yogi

Why now? Without a meaningful reviews & ratings analysis program,
organizations risk losing market share in an already hyper-competitive market.
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“The old levers of brand equity, greater ad spending, or big
promotions are simply less relevant in an age when consumers
have almost perfect, painless access to inﬁnite word-of-mouth
feedback.”
5 Star Growth Using Online

80%

93%

40%

Growth rate of Reviews & Ratings
over the past 12 months

Proportion of consumers who
read reviews before making a
purchase

Proportion of consumers willing
to try a new brand or retailer
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*This increased 2x since start of pandemic
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What does this mean? Brands can no longer differentiate based on review
coverage or star rating. To gain market share today, organizations must use
reviews to drive consumer-focused decision making across departments.
Slower-moving organizations are stuck on Playbook

One,

Forward-looking organizations are focused on Playbook

resulting in missed opportunities for differentiation.

Two,

resulting in hypergrowth.

Focus On Review Coverage

Simple Analysis

Market-Wide Intelligence

Comprehensive Analysis

Try to reach a minimum number of
reviews and star rating for each product
listing.

Focused on volume over time, star rating
over time, and basic keyword
breakdowns.

Pull reviews from multiple sources
across competitors, providing a
comprehensive view of the market.

Extended analysis based on sentiment,
topics of conversation, NPS, and more.

Siloed Reviews

Shared Insights

Reviews are primarily utilized on
brand/provider site, with some basic
metric reporting shared with
management or departments.

In-depth review data is easily accessible
across the organization, making it easier
to make consumer-focused decisions.

Brands that prioritize Playbook Two have seen astronomical growth metrics…

$47mm Sales Increase
YTD 2021

2x Increase in Sales
YTD 2021

11% Sales Increase
YTD 2021

19.2% eComm Sales Increase
YTD 2021

8% Sales Increase
YTD 2021

[All Yogi Customers]
Conﬁdential: Do Not Share
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What is Yogi? Yogi is an AI-powered reviews analysis platform. By combining
cutting-edge algorithms with an intuitive interface, Yogi helps organizations
level-up what insights they can extract from reviews.

Combining User Generated Content with Yogi’s Analysis Platform results in rich insights the help organizations become truly consumer-centric.

+

=

Rich Consumer-Centric Insights For
Product and Brand
Health Reporting

Marketing Campaign
Improvements

Consumer Sentiment/VoC
Reporting

eCommerce & PDP
Changes

Market Research &
Competitive Benchmarking

*Note: Consumer-focused organizations often combine UGC data with internal customer feedback that comes from
surveys, help desks, call centers, et cetera. Yogi also ingests this data to help build a central repository of user feedback.

Conﬁdential: Do Not Share
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For companies that need to measure high volumes of customer reviews, Yogi adds structure and
meaning to the ﬂood of fragmented, messy data so you can build better products and experiences.

The Three Parts of the Yogi Platform
I. Aggregate

Yogi pulls from various sources to build a
data repository that can be searched and
ﬁltered.

II. Organize

Using cutting-edge AI, Yogi organizes
reviews based on sentiment, keywords,
topics and more.

III. Analyze

Easily sift through data and reach granular
insights, leading to tangible business
improvements.

SAMPLE INSIGHTS FOR NUTRITIONAL BARS

Yogi analyzed 13,204 product reviews for 17 popular nutritional bars brands from
11 parent companies
Introduction

Products Analyzed

Research Questions
ECOMMERCE
7

What can we learn about the eCommerce market
for nutritional bars? Which brands are doing better
than others and why?

BRANDS
How are some brands performing compared to
others? What are their competitive advantages and
disadvantages? How are they differentiating?

CORONAVIRUS
What changes has Covid-19 caused in the
nutritional bar market? How has it impacted
consumer preferences and shopping habits?
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Yogi’s use cases range from broad market research to more targeted competitive
analysis. Below are summary ﬁndings from the nutritional bars market
Summary

•

The U.S. nutritional bars market is a saturated and mature one, where numerous brands compete
with different formats and ﬂavors of products

•

We found that most brands perform well on average with ratings over 4 stars and positive
sentiment. KIND leads the pack with great consistency in customer experience, while SlimFast
lags behind

•

Combining “Keto” and “Protein Cookie” concept, Quest Protein Cookie not only met
customers’ need for a low carb diet, but also satisﬁes their sweet tooth

•

Overall review volume for nutritional bars remained stable from Q1 2018 to Q4 2019. Volume
ﬂuctuated up from April to July, as people hit the gym and start dieting to be in shape for the
summer. The 4-month pandemic period to date of Mar – Jun 2020 negatively impacted the
nutritional bars market - YoY growth rates become negative in June

•

Both Quest and RXBAR’s reviews grew in the ﬁrst half of 2020. In contrast, their average
sentiment is lower than most of the competition. They could improve Taste & Flavor and
Shipping & Packaging

•

Compared with other themes, Shipping & Packaging and Texture had lower sentiment scores,
driven by issues such as melted product, puffed up packages, and either rock-hard or overly sticky
8
texture

Looking at review count over time, only RXBAR and Quest demonstrate strong
growth, while most brands remained stable over the past two years
eCommerce Analysis

731
%

91.4

377
382

At the outset of 2020, the
review growth was primarily
driven by RXBAR (+308% YoY)
and Quest (+96% YoY).

Review volume remained
stable between 2018 to 2019,
suggesting a mature market

196

Yogi Callout
129

42

48

194

Fluctuations in review
volume are often
correlated with sales
ﬂuctuations.

99
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Using its advanced Natural Language Processing algorithms, Yogi
automatically detected 9 unique themes within these reviews
eCommerce Analysis

“They are decent, not super
soft or chewy, gives your
jaw a work out...”
- Mark

“I love the price on these.
Cheaper to buy them here
than my grocery store and
they are delivered to the
door.”
- Kaitlan

“It's mostly dates, with
enough added things to
make it taste interesting
…chocolate, peanuts. I like
the egg protein because
soy and dairy both give me
mild allergy symptoms
(skin irritation mostly)...”
- William B.

“Delicious! I loved the
peanut butter, but wanted
to try other ﬂavors.
Chocolate deluxe has
become my fave! Thank
you”
- Catherine

“These are deﬁnitely great
tasting protein bars- I have
tried so many different
ones and these are up at
the top of my list for tasteespecially with low carbs.
The only downside is costeven buying in bulk like
this they are still
expensive”
- Bethany
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When looking at rating and sentiment*, we see that KIND is clearly ahead of
the pack, while SlimFast is lagging within the nutritional bars space
eCommerce Analysis

Average Rating and Sentiment Performance by Brand (Bubble Size Represents # of Reviews)

Neutral

Positive

Slimfast, a product specialized in
“Keto” diet, is struggling with “chalk
and cardboard” taste. Additionally,
45% of Shipping & Packaging
reviews complained that bars
melted when delivered

KIND only outperformed 3 out of 9
themes. However, it is the only
brand with a standard deviation
lower than 0.4, indicating it is
consistent in delivering customer
satisfaction

Though RXBAR and Quest are the top 2 products
with the highest number of reviews, their average
sentiments are 0.31 and 0.23 respectively.
Customers shared polarized opinions on 2 themes,
Taste & Flavor and Shipping & Packaging, dragging
down their average sentiment

*Yogi’s proprietary sentiment analysis algorithms scores overall tone of each review from a range of -1.0 to 1.0 ( ≥0.3 = positive, 0 = neutral, ≤-0.3 = negative)
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Shipping & Packaging is a common problem that troubles all brands,
as is tough or inedible Texture
Brand Analysis

Texture

Shipping & Packaging

Average Sentiment by Theme
Neutral

None of the brands scored a positive
sentiment in Texture. It’s hard to achieve a
balance between “rock-hard”, and “too
chewy”

Positive

Ground shipping may not be friendly to
heat-sensitive products. Consumers might
receive puffed up packages or a melted
product

-0.3
“Do not eat this if you have braces. You will
never get this out of your braces, it is so sticky it
clogs up your teeth. The ﬂavor of the dates
overwhelmed everything else.”
- Marleigh H

“I'll eat pretty much anything, but man these
things are hard to chew (like the old school
power bars that felt like you were eating rubber).
The ﬂavor was good, but I had to return them
due to the texture.”
- zombiemuppet

-0.2

“These are delivered to your door and if the sun
hits them they grow bacteria and the packages
get puffy with air so do not eat them! Told
Amazon about this health hazard.”
- Miss B

“Product is great! Shipping to a hot climate will
result in melted product... last three times they
were melted and the ice pack included to
prevent this was the hottest thing in the box
????”
- Lucius S.

*Yogi’s proprietary sentiment analysis algorithms scores overall tone of each review from a range of -1.0 to 1.0 ( ≥0.3 = positive, 0 = neutral, ≤-0.3 = negative)
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By introducing a keto-friendly cookie, Quest’s Protein Cookie satisﬁed the needs
of both cookie lovers and Ketoers while differentiating itself from competitors…
Brand Analysis

Theme Distribution by Product Type

Network Graph – Ingredients & Nutrition Theme

# of Reviews

Yogi Network Graph ﬁltered to display only Ingredients & Nutrition reviews.
are represented in green dots

9.2%

8.2%

41.0%

8.5%

Cookie Lover

“Deﬁnitely the best ﬂavor of the quest
cookies and totally solves my cookie
cravings!”
- Gabbie

Ketoer

“These cookies are super yummy for
being keto friendly I would deﬁnitely
recommend to anyone looking to
satisfy their sweet tooth.”
- Alicia A.

Product Type

Quest Protein Cookie shoppers care more about Ingredients &
Nutrition, which made up 41% of all reviews vs. 8~9% for other
product shoppers

19.5% of Quest’s Ingredients & Nutrition reviews mention “Keto”,
compared with only 2.2% for other brands
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…However, Quest could improve its customer experience with clearer nutritional and
allergen labeling, sturdier packaging and a Peanut Butter ﬂavor recipe reformulation
Brand Analysis

Network Graph – Negative Sentiment
Theme
2

Customer Anecdotes
Family & Friends
Flavor & Taste

1. Misleading Labels

1

“Counts NET Carbs vs ACTUAL Carbs...which is 4g vs 19g...huge
difference! That's plain not right...”
- Sheriann

3

Ingredients & Nutrition
Shipping & Packaging

Competitive Weakness

2. Potential Allergic Reactions

Texture

“NOT GLUTEN FREE. Celiacs beware!! …The manufacturer had to change
the packaging to remove the lie about gluten... Made me sick and
manufacturer admitted it. DO NOT BUY. me on you!!!! ”
- A. F.

Usage Scenario

3. Controversial Peanut Butter Flavor

4

Simple Feedback

Value Offering

Yogi Callout
The density of clusters
indicate that there are
many similar reviews
mentioning the same
issues

51.4% of consumers gave negative feedback on Shipping and
Packaging. 47.0% of consumers held negative sentiment on Flavor &
Taste.

“The peanut butter cookie is very stiff. It doesn’t taste like peanut butter
at all and it leaves your mouth feeling very dry. You’ll need a glass of
water nearby! I love PB cookies so I had high hopes.”
- Amazon Customer

4. Broken Package
“Twice now this product has arrived with the product seal
broken...Throwing them in the garbage to be safe...”
- Amazon Customer
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The pandemic reversed the growth trajectory of nutritional bars, reducing
the YoY growth rate from +91.4% in Jan 2020 to -16.8%
Covid-19 Analysis

All Brands Review Volume Comparative Period Analysis – 2019-2020
Pandemic Period†

731
- 35%

475
382

387

417
347

The review
volume
plummeted by
35% in March,
2020, when most
Stay-At-Home
Orders started to
go into effect

Cumulative: 1617

Cumulative: 1483

Comparable 4-month period in 2019 and 2020
showed an 9.0% YoY increase in review volume
† On Feb 29th, the first reported coronavirus death was reported in the US. By March 26th, the US led the world in confirmed cases.
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Though the demand of “on-the-go convenience” was depressed when people making
food at home, some companies were still growing at the cost of other companies
Covid-19 Analysis
Companies Review Grew During Pandemic

Pandemic Period†

Pre and During Covid-19 Relative Periods

# of Reviews

Brand

2019 (Mar – Jun)

2019 (Mar – Jun)
th

Mar –
Jun 2020

Δ

15

32

113%

168

299

78%

53

104

96%

92

23

- 75%

77

37

- 52%

26

15

- 42%

Pandemic Period†

# of Reviews

Companies Review Decreased During Pandemic

2020 (Mar – Jun)

Mar – Jun
2019

2020 (Mar – Jun)

† On Feb 29 , the first reported coronavirus death was reported in the US. By March 26th, the US led the world in confirmed cases.
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With highly positive average sentiment, self-care and sharing with family &
friends could be next growth drivers when life returns to normal
Covid-19 Analysis

Network Graph

Theme
Negative

Usage Scenario
Theme

Neutral
Positive

Customer Persona

Selected Quote

Crossﬁtter
Protein supplement

Outdoor Lover
On the Go Meal Replacement

Busy Worker

“I like this product because I do a lot of
hiking. They're very easy to carry don't
take up a lot of room in my backpack
and they pack a lot of energy. I would
recommend them for all hikers”
- Rich

Snacks for the Sweet Teeth

Elder
Theme
Negative

Family and Friends
Theme

Treats for grandkids

Neutral

Teenage

Positive

Snacks prepared by parents

Husband
Snacks purchased by wife

“Bought these for my grandson, can't
eat dairy products. He says the ﬂavor
is rich and excellent. The size of the
bars are quite smaller than
anticipated, packaging was
appropriate. All in all, these are good
for somebody that can't have diary
products. I would buy them again...”
- Steve
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That’s just the start.
Want to see more?
Reach out at hello@meetyogi.com or
book a demo with us today!

Understand Your Customers, Like Never Before
Yogi is a cloud-based software company headquartered in New
York. It provides UGC analytics solutions and business
intelligence dashboards to customer-focused businesses.

Our Mission
Yogi aims to usher in a new age of excellent customer experience by
better integrating the downstream stakeholders of products to the
upstream developers' marketers and executives through AI-assisted
data-driven decision making.

